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ABSTRACT 
 
This article explores the recent economic history of Europe, tries to reveal the unknown creative 
motives before the signing of the Treaty of Rome, and some of the problems that the European 
Union has created to European citizens. The most severe ones are the uncertainty that this union has 
generated to Europeans, then, the social chaos, which is increasing every day, the economic and 
political corruption, which is underrated by the officials, the tremendous debt crisis of its member-
nations and their citizens, and lastly, the reduction in its growth (recession) and the enormous 
unemployment. Europe experienced many difficulties, conflicts, and invasions by barbarians and 
other neighboring countries. But, at the same time, many good periods with great contributions to the 
global scene are recorded. Even though it had two world wars, its nations and citizens enjoyed huge 
growth, autonomy, development, improvement, autarky, progress, and preservation of their 
indigenous social values. After WWII, some people decided to integrate the entire continent into one 
union, but their generative motives are not known yet. The current dilemma is that its economic and 
social policies cannot satisfy the welfare functions for the Europeans, like justice, fairness, 
allocation, equity, stability, distribution, efficiency, homogeneity, security, sovereignty, 
independence, self-sufficiency, democracy, and the inherent Christian-value system. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The intention in this paper is to provide an outline of the history and the socio-political-
economic environment lying behind Europe in the detrimental 20th century. “Europe” and “European 
Union” are nowadays very political words and we will try to see what they have in common. The 
answer is that Europe has been different things at different times, but European Union has caused 
similar problems all the times, which have been magnified during the recent global financial crisis 
and the enormous debt crisis in the Economic and Monetary Union (EMU), the PIIGS nations. Also, 
the goal of the study is to present the visions of the European Union around its integration and to 
analyze the severe changes that have taken place in the EU country-members after the 1957 Common 
Market and the 1992 integration. European history took a unique and unnecessary direction after 
1950s even though that this continent occupies an incomparable position and its people (at least 
some of them, who are mentioned in its history) had a particular objective, which was to offer some 
possibilities to all humans to become persons (perfect personalities); but there are so many traps that 
people with good intention can fall and instead of benefit their countries, they can cause serious 
problems to them, as it was proved during the current debt crises. Of course, it is very hard to 
describe truthfully, and impossible to analyze the contribution of so many other generous humans 
and nations to European history. 
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Europe is the smallest of the five major continents and it is expanded to the Aegean Sea, the 

Black Sea, the Caucasus Mountains, and the Ural Mountains. To the east of those borders, Asia starts 
and Europe ends. Thus, these nations outside of these borders are not Europeans. Europe is not only 
a matter of numbers and geography, but a concept of civilization, which started in Greece, more than 
seven thousand years ago and expended to the rest of Europe. Europe’s earliest Neolithic sides have 
been found in Greece, Chalkidiki (the cave of Petralona). By 5600 B.C., where skeletons were found 
pottery was made in this region of North Greece (Macedonia). The areas around the Aegean are 
those, which gave the first civilization in Europe. The cattle appeared to have been domesticated by 

6000 B.C. in Crete (Knossos) and on the island of Euboea or Evia (Eu[boia=eu\ boù~), which took its 

name from its good cows, both of which are in Greece. Minos was famed for his ships and Crete was 
the first naval power. Later, this Minoan civilization ended and another emerged in Mycenae, which 
mobilized forces from many Greek cities and islands to siege Troy (1200 B.C.). The Hellenes came 

to use “Europe” (Eujrwvph) as a name for their territory to the west of the Aegean as distinct from the 

older lands in Asia Minor. 
 

The ancient Greek civilization is called the “classical” one; later the word “classical” became 
the source of standards by which subsequent achievements can be measured. “There is a quality of 
excellence about Ancient Greece that brooks few comparisons.” These peoples (Hellenes) shared the 
same language (in an oral and written literature) and they recognized a common heritage “Hellenes”, 
which they did not share with other men. “On most subjects, the Greeks said it first and said it well.” 
They belonged, as they felt, to “Hellas”. The non-Greeks were “barbarians”. The achievement and 
importance of Greece comprehended all sides of life. “The Greeks did more for future civilization 
than any of their predecessors.”  All Europe drew interest on the “capital” Greece laid down, and 
through Europe the rest of the world has benefited from what Greeks offered to human civilization. 
Alexander, the son of Philip, is one of those historical Greek figures called “Great”. He was a 
passionate Hellene, who believed Achilles was his ancestor and carried with him on his campaigns a 
treasured copy of Homer. He had been tutored by Aristotle. Alexander the Great had a staggering 
record of success, even though that he died at the age of 33 years old. Thus, the history of Europe is 
the history of the Western civilization (a Greek-Christian civilization). Indisputable, Roman 
civilization was descended from the earliest Greek (Hellenic) civilization. Today, it has changed 
drastically because of so many influences by different sub-cultures. The current “European, or 
Western, civilization originated from the fusion of German (barbarian) culture and Roman (Hellenic-
Christian) civilization during the Dark Ages from the 5th to the 10th century A.D.” Of course, history 
repeats itself. There were even monetary and economic unions in Ancient Greece, i.e., “the Common 
of Euboeans”, in 2nd century B.C., where they issued a common currency, but they did not last for 
very long time because of the oppression on their member-states from the wealthy and powerful 
ones. 
 

From the ancient times, Greeks colonized the then known world and later other Europeans 
were expansionists (some aggressive), conquering, colonizing, trading, proselytizing (except the 
Orthodox), and spreading their cultures. Initially this cultural expansion to the West, with the Greek 
colonies, owed much to the moral and ethical ancient Greek culture, but later, it was complemented 
with the Christian faith (the Revealed Truth). St. Constantine the Great (324-340 A.D.) changed the 
world history more than any other emperor. He was the founder of the Byzantine Empire (the 
Medieval Greek Empire, 324 A.D.-1453 A.D.). Thus, he founded Christian Europe and he continues 
to protect it. This Christianization gave to the European world a unity and cultural cohesiveness that 
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was the ideological foundation of its civilization. Unfortunately, during the 9th century, barbarians 
from the West (Francs) occupied Rome and imposed their own “innovations” on this homogeneous 
Hellenic-Christian civilization. The schism between West and East (Byzantium) actually started 
during that period and Europe will never recover spiritually. The Muslim conquests (632 A.D. -732 
A.D.) caused serious problems to the Western Europe and a great territorial loss for the Byzantine 
Empire.   
     

In the 14th century, Europe descended into an era of crisis and contraction (occupation) that 
lasted more than 100 years and about 400 years for the Balkans. An increasing materialism started 
and a decreasing spirituality of the Roman Catholic Church, even the “pope himself for a time 
became a tool of the French king”  and the Great Schism between Rome and Constantinople, which 
took place in 1054 A.D., contributed to the isolation of the Latin church from its other sister 
churches, the Orthodox Patriarchates of the East. Then, national monarchies started emerging and a 
new wave of economic expansion and revitalization of European intellectual life began. Commerce 
and industry expanded in 15th and 16th century, gold and silver poured into Europe from the New 
World, prices rose, and a worldwide pattern of trade with Europe was going on. Furthermore, in the 
14th century, this intellectual and artistic revival of the Renaissance started in Italy from the Greeks, 
who survived after the fall of Constantinople and moved to the west and spread to northern Europe in 
the 15th and 16th centuries. It was a revival of classical learning and an artistic flowering without 
parallel in history. During that period, this confidence of the Western world [the South-Eastern part 
of Europe was occupied by the Mongolians (Seljuk Turks)] found new outlets beyond the frontiers of 
Europe. Navigators journeyed the world. Their discoveries, followed unfortunately, by colonization 
and exploitation, reached the Americas, Africa, Asia and India, and Australia. 
 

Lastly, this unified Roman Catholic Christian faith of Western Europe was challenged by 
Martin Luther in 1517 A.D. and the Protestant Reformation soon became a revolt against the papal 
ecclesiastical  authority, producing theological variety and denominational atomism and ultimately, 
assuming the triumph of secularism. The East part of Europe stayed firm to its Traditional Orthodox 
Christian Faith and even though that the Balkans were under occupation from the barbarians of the 
East, they survived, due to their strong faith. The net gain of the age of the Reformation went to the 
rulers of the emerging nation-states, whether Protestant or Catholic, who were already fashioning the 
absolutism that would dominate the European world from the middle of the 17th to the end of the 18th 
century. A revolution in science and economics (capitalism and socialism) started and still is going 
on, today; but from revolution has unfolded to occupation. Crises, also, started from the 17th century, 
like destructive wars, compounded of religious motives and dynastic ambitions, filled most of the 
period and brought in civil commotions, revolutions, and two international wars in the 20th century. 
In summary, according to all historians, “The Greeks are the only people in history who have made 
four major contributions to human culture and civilization (the spring of Minoan Crete, the summer 
of fifth-century Athens, the golden autumn of the Alexandrian empire, and the wintry splendour of 
Byzantium), have so competitive a spirit that they cannot tolerate for long the exceptional brilliance 
of one man.”  The 20th century is also the period of the creation of the European Union. We hope and 
wish that this Union will not cause the end of the European identity and history before the end of the 
21st century. Unfortunately, “contemporary history is vulnerable to all sorts of political pressure”, but 
we are responsible to write the Truth, which is the duty of men of letters. “Europe” is a relatively 
modern idea of the earlier concept of “Christendom” because the entire continent was Christian and 
its citizens had a common Christian identity, but for “European Union”, no one has any idea of what 
it is and what its objectives are. 
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2. EUROPE DIVIDED AND FORCIBLY INTEGRATED: THEORIES AND 

PRACTICIES 

 
All these wars among European nations had divided Europe and many ideas appeared having 

as their objective a benevolent integration of all European nations. The failure of the League of 
Nations to prevent World War II disillusioned many persons who had expected much from 
international organization and cooperation. On April 25, 1945, in a conference including 
representatives of fifty-one nations convened in San Francisco and drafted a charter for the 
permanent structure of the United Nations.  In June 1947, George C. Marshall (1880-1959), the 
American Secretary of State, proposed a broad program of American assistance to help all of Europe 
recover economically. In July 1947, in response to Secretary of State Marshall’s invitation, 
representatives of sixteen European nations met in Paris to draw up a joint request to the United 
States for financial aid to assist in their economic recovery. In April of 1948, the U.S. Congress 
passed the Foreign Assistance Act, establishing the European Recovery Program or “Marshall Plan”, 
and authorized an initial sum of $5.3 billion to be distributed as loans and grants by the newly 
created Economic Cooperation Administration (ECA). The recipient nations formed the 
Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC) to administer the aid in Europe and 
pledged themselves to a long-term program of mutual assistance and cooperation.  
 

Further, a number of structural changes in Europe made a deep impression on social attitudes. 
The “Welfare State”, which provided a wide range of services such as Britain’s National Health 
Service (1948), West Germany’s model pension scheme, or France’s massive HLM projects for 
cheap housing, removed many of the traditional anxieties about ill health, unemployment, 
homelessness, and old age. Rising wages turned the masses into “consumers”, pressured to become 
big spenders by aggressive advertising, social emulation, and lines of credit by banks. Consumerism 
certainty fuelled our market oriented capitalistic system, but it turned material advancement into the 
only goal, not the means to advance personally and spiritually. It threatened to reduce politics to a 
debate about the economy and nothing else. It taught young people that possessions alone brought 
fulfillment. Since it put a dazzling supply of desirable, but unnecessary goods before peoples’ eyes, 
they buy them without even paying for them, they just sign their names (credit cards and out of 
control borrowing) and then, came the current debt crisis, which made individuals and nations bound 
of the financial institutions (power moved from governments to banks). This is the social cost 
because we forgot the moderation and modesty. 
 

Another problem was the immorality, the “sexual revolution”, the family planning, the 
disrespect towards the elders, and the undermining of all the values of the 1950s, which led us to 
today’s crises in all aspects of our life. In a few years all conventional mores were destroyed and our 
young people have serious psychological problems, today. It eliminated the social shame of 
extramarital relationships, children borne without knowing their father, other keeled by their parents 
before their birth, homosexuality, divorces, unmarried cohabitations, same sex marriages, and 
numerous other perversions. In most countries it was accompanied by the liberal laws on obscenity, 
on toleration, on “liberty”, on “democracy”, on “human rights”, on abortion, and many others. The 
church and the conservatives, after their marginalization, have no voice any more; liberals, socialists, 
globalists, psychologists, and pseudo-scientists know everything and they are the advisors of the 
decision makers. Of course, what they hate most are the fundamental values of Faith, Country, 
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Family, marriage, education, tradition, and all the other virtues that led humanity for thousands of 
years. For the first time, Christianity in Europe has become a minority belief and with its ecumenism 
and globalization will lose its purpose. Different denominations, heterodox, and allodox can not be 
united because what will come out from this mixture will be a New Babylon, as the world planners 
have already dreamed it and their imposed politicians are working for its creation.            
     

In summary, the two world wars of the 20th century, with their accompanying horrors, show 
the weaknesses, the poverty, and the malice of our leaders, who have accepted some inferior 
philosophies of heresies and try to impose them on peoples and sovereign nations through 
integrations and globalization. All these will fail because above their actions is a Divine Providence, 
who guides humanity. These pseudo-leaders did and unfortunately continue to do, much to 
undermine the faith, the hope, and the progress of Europeans. Furthermore, while advances in 
science, increases in material wealth and goods, and progresses in technology greatly improved the 
material quality of life, but at the same time the enormous debts and deficits; they also increased the 
uncertainties, the financial crises, the unhappiness, the enormous austerity, and the threats 
confronting humanity and they become worse day after day. As a consequence of these experiences 
of the 20th and the new 21st century, people and especially young are completely disoriented, without 
traditional values, misinformed, uneducated, ignorant, and without true models. Of course, every 
individual in Europe must be optimistic and work hard to become a true person (as Christians as they 
are), independently of what the rest of the world is doing. The same must hold for a nation, it must 
work hard by using its recourses, its civilization, and its peoples to reach the highest welfare, 
according to its value system and independently from this forced integration of Europe.     
 

It seemed that one objective of the European integration (European Federation) was the 
“abolition of the division of Europe into national sovereign states”. They believe that every European 
problem will be resolved with the creation of a European Federation. But, they worry that “no leaders 
of undeniable political stature raised a strong voice in favor of a federated Europe”. Winston 
Churchill’s speech at Zurich University on September 19, 1946 influenced the shape of postwar 
Europe. “Europe must unite before war destroys the continent, its glorious civilization, and perhaps 
much of the rest of the world.” He called for a “United States of Europe” led by France and 
Germany, but he excluded Britain from his grand European project. [Europe] “is the fountain of 
Christian faith and Christian ethics”. … “Yet it is from Europe that have sprung that series of 
frightful nationalistic quarrels,…”  “We must build a kind of United States of Europe.”  “…my 
friend President Truman had expressed his interest and sympathy with this great design.”  “In this 
last struggle crimes and massacres have been committed for which there is no parallel since the 
invasions of the Mongols in the fourteenth century and no equal at any time in human history.” “If at 
first all the states of Europe are not willing or able to join the union, we must nevertheless proceed to 
assemble and combine those who will and those who can.”   
 

On May 9, 1950, Robert Schuman, France’s foreign minister, outlined a plan to unite under a 
single authority the coal and steel industries of Europe’s bitterest enemies, France and Germany. The 
purpose of the plan, which was developed by Jean Monnet, was to begin building a peaceful, united 
Europe one step at a time. France, Germany, Italy, and the Benelux countries eventually responded 
by creating the European Coal and Steel Community in 1952. “Europe will not be made all at once, 
or according to a single plan. It will be built through concrete achievements, which first create a de 
facto solidarity. The coming together of the nations of Europe requires the elimination of the age-old 
opposition of France and Germany. Any action taken must in the first place concern these two 
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countries.”  In Rome, on March 25, 1957, the six member countries of the European Coal and Steel 
Communities (ECSC) signed treaties establishing the European Economic Community (EEC) and 
the European Atomic Energy Community (EURATOM). These two treaties are often called the 
“Treaties of Rome” (the ECSC Treaty was signed in Paris on April 18, 1951). And their aim was for 
building “an ever closer union among the peoples of Europe”. In the preamble of the EEC treaty, 
“economic and social progress” seems to take precedence over preserving and strengthening “peace 
and liberty”.  
 

Jean Monnet was the “father of Europe”, who believed that nations should adopt common 
rules governing their behavior and create common institutions to apply these rules. Actually, with all 
these innovated ruses, the 20th century has changed the manner of life more for every one than all the 
eight thousands of years of man’s progress put together. For what reason all this rush? What is in 
their minds that they do not want to make it explicit to the people of their nations? Of course, the 
answer is obvious; it is something very bad (conspiracy) and they try to cover it, so they can avoid 
the reaction of their citizens.  Also, De Gaulle believed in EU, but he criticized the supranational 
vision of Europe as unrealistic and undesirable. He argued instead for a “concert of European 
States”, where national governments coordinated their policies extensively, but did not give up their 
rights as sovereign entities to a European “superstate”. Some years later, representatives of the 
twelve members of the EC signed the Single European Act (SEA) in February 1986 and saw it 
implemented in July 1987. Of course, the majority of Europeans reject the notion that “Europe” 
meant the absorption of European nations into a single bureaucratized European “superstate”. 
 

Others believe that the EU would succeed only if each member state was allowed to maintain 
its own identity. EU must be a “family of nations” and not a federalist vision of dependent states, as 
some misled leaders believe. Charles De Gaulle and Margaret Thatcher represent this view of 
Euroskeptics, too. The EU belongs to all its members and not to the Brussels bureaucrats. It must 
reflect the traditions and aspirations of all its member-nations. A willing and active cooperation 
among independent sovereign nations is the best way to build a successful EU. To try to suppress 
nationhood and especially, in small member-nations and concentrate power at the center of a 
European conglomerate would be highly damaging and would jeopardize the objectives Europe 
seeks to achieve. European nations must work more closely together, but this does not require power 
to be centralized in Brussels or decisions to be taken by an appointed value neutral, ignorant of 
history, and unaware of the indigenous values of the members bureaucracy. EU must be in a way, 
which preserves the different traditions, parliamentary powers, domestic constitutions, and sense of 
national pride in one’s own country, especially in countries with many thousands years of history and 
paideia, because these have been the source of Europe’s vitality through the centuries. 
 

In addition, Jacques Delors was the president of the Commission of the EC, he was elected to 
the European Parliament, and served as minister of finance in France. He was in favor of federalism 
and against nationalism. Altiero Spinelli, an Italian Deputy and a member of the European 
Parliament, was the founder of the European Federalist Movement. His goal was the individual states 
to cede their sovereignty to common democratic institutions. David Mitrany argued for a 
transformation of the way people think about international relations, particularly the prevention of 
war. His “functional alternative” aimed at world, not European unity. Nevertheless, he had a 
profound effect on European activists and early integration theorists, especially, the 
neofunctionalists. Ernst B. Haas recognized that functional integration was taking place in Europe, 
but that functionalism as a theory had failed to explain why decision-makers chose to integrate in 
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some areas and not others. 
 

Further, Karl W. Deutsch helped revolutionize the study of international relations by 
introducing “scientific and quantitative” methods. Leon Lindberg illustrates early neofunctionalism’s 
systematic approach to explaining integration, as well as its enthusiasm for a European project that 
promised to “move beyond the nation-state as a basic framework for action”. Hoffmann argued that 
the states of Europe were still self-interested entities with clear interests, despite their willingness to 
engage in closer cooperation in areas of “low politics”, such as agriculture and trade. The members 
of the EC stubbornly hung on to the sovereignty that counts –control over foreign policy, national 
security, and the use of force (“high politics”)- while only reluctantly bargaining away control over 
important aspects of their economies in exchange for clear material benefits. Thus functionalism as a 
method of integration reaches its limits very quickly, failing to take Europe “beyond the nation-
state”. On the contrary, integration, according to Hoffmann, is “a vindication of the nation-state as 
the basic unit”. 
 

Federalists, functionalists, and neofunctionalists in the postwar period were largely concerned 
with the political results of integration, even if some of them paid little attention to the political 
dimension of the integration process. The European federalists, the idealistic “true believers” in a 
United States of Europe believe that the most democratic and just way to prevent war and promote 
prosperity in Europe is to create a European super-state with full federal powers. Most maintained 
that functional integration had failed to dent national sovereignty. John Pinder has been an outspoken 
federalist for several decades. He believes in federal institutions for Europe, but he is critical of the 
federalists for failing to think practically about how to achieve their goal.  
 

Bela Balassa defines economic integration, identifies its stages, discusses political and 
ideological aspects of the integration process, and specifies what he means by “economic welfare”.  
The adoption of the 1992 Program and the passage of the Single European Act (1986) revitalized the 
EC and market a new stage in the integration process. Wayne Sandholtz and John Zysman opened 
the theoretical debate in 1989 with an attempt to influence the EU integration process by focusing on 
supranational institutions. These people are making different theoretical and hypothetical arguments, 
but their objective is the “ultimate common one”, one world, one government. 
 

National governments have become sets of actors in a complex decision-making system. 
European nations have lost control, completely; they have become dependent states. The 
supranationalists have done a good work to persuade the naïve and the ignorant followers towards 
their ultimate objective, “one world, one government”. Political leaderships of the member-states are 
misguided and misinformed or just imposed by those “experts”. Also, it is very difficult for a normal 
human being to understand these anti-inter-governmentalists “scholars”. They try to persuade us that 
European Union is a necessary structure for Europeans. Actually, these supranational institutions 
have been constructed to satisfy the self-interest of their actors and try to increase their power, hiding 
behind a legal mask, which has been composed by them, and is emphasizing Community Law and 
Regulations. This Union is actually a political and a legalistic union imposed undemocratically on 
Europeans by foreign powers (“dark powers”). 
 

Finally, some philosophical questions arise, here: Why nation-states cease to be wholly 
sovereign? Why they voluntarily mingle, merge, and mix with other neighbors so as to lose the 
factual attributes of sovereignty? Why they do not allow referenda for their citizens and take these 
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serious decisions undemocratically? Most of the writings on EU are of a highly technical nature and 
the advisors of the EU leaders are narrow-minded technocrats. For this reason the EU was led to the 
erosion of members’ independence in the monetary, fiscal, and political field, which creates a serious 
dilemma for Europeans. During the current global financial crisis and the European debt crisis, 
austerity measures from this supranational EU (its ECB and the other international institutions, i.e., 
IMF) have destroyed the socio-economic structure and have abolish the public policies, of the 
member-nations, have deepened the recession, have darted the unemployment to 40%, and have 
derailed the investments. Then, the recovery for EU members is inexistent in the immediate future.    
      

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Europeans make up Europe, its long history, and without their will the European Union, that 
we do not know its motives. Today, this old Christendom does not comprise these unique societies, 
states, and indigenous civilizations any more. We may formulate and embrace as many philosophies, 
theories, economic systems, and compile as many timetables or lists of significant events (mostly 
wars and conflicts in Europe), as we wish to help young people understand the past, but we must 
always return to the simple reality that people (individuals) are at the foundation of every European 
nation and each one of them is distinguishable because of the homogeneity of its people. These 
people in any country have given everything they owned, many even their lives, to improve the lives 
of their fellow countrymen and the lives of their descendants and we cannot ignore them. Can we 
ignore Leonidases, Socrateses, Pericleses, Alexanders, Caesares, Constantines, Charleses, Louises, 
Makrygiannises, and others? They are tied to the events of their times and to the European history 
because of their contribution to European civilization. It is necessary to give the humanistic view of 
European civilization by taking into consideration people individually and sovereign nations 
independently. But, it is obvious that there is a struggle between good and evil. Of course, the results 
of this battle are known to every prudent man.       

  

In the current paper the recent history of Europe is presented and the motives for its 
integration and some theories we tried to decipher. The two world wars of the twentieth century, with 
their accompanying horrors, did much to undermine the faith in the True God (Christianity) and the 
faith in the inevitability of human progress that was an influential legacy of the seven thousand year 
old European history. Furthermore, while advances in science and technology greatly improved the 
material quality of life, they also increased the uncertainties and threats confronting humanity. As a 
consequence of these experiences of the twentieth and worse the twenty-first century, philosophy, 
religion (traditional Christianity), literature, arts, and education in general, became increasingly more 
diverse in their consideration of the human experience in a troubled age (the age of integration, 
globalization, and apostasy). Europe is a continent with many sovereign nations, which have their 
own history, civilization, dogmas, freedom, language, paideia, and values, but also something in 
common, their Greek-Christian foundations. For their values, Europeans are fighting to preserve 
them for thousands of years. Thus, it will be impossible for them to surrender these values to a 
supranational organization (like the EU and the EMU). Each one of these nations is unique and they 
should not be unified because common public policy and uniform culture cannot apply to them. It 
would be better, if these countries were independent and have only some interdependence and 
cooperation among themselves, depending on the similarities, common dogmatic beliefs, and the 
degree of homogeneity that they have. Now, any common policy, rules, regulations, currency, or 
anything else does not seem to work and the cost of all these efforts exceeds their benefits. The 
current debt crisis proved that this union was a wrong and suspicious choice for Europeans. The 
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worst of all is the common Euro-Constitution, which undermines and abolishes the country-states 
Constitutions. The conclusion is obvious; this union is just a monetary and controlled political 
(without common foreign and defense policy) union with a very uncertain future. We saw their 
disagreement during the debt crises of its Euro-zone members. We wait to see their reaction during 
Turkey’s accession. Terrorist attacks in Madrid, London, Barcelona, Bilbao, Denmark, Warsaw, and 
France had made Europeans believe that these Muslim aggressions are threatening European 
civilization. Then, the accession of an Asian Muslim country (Turkey) in the EU will overturn the 
entire European philosophy of this union.  
  
 European citizens, as it has been observed, do not trust the EMU, the EU, its institutions, and 
their own governments, which it would be very difficult for the union and its citizens to cooperate 
and coexist for a very long time. Many Europeans believe that decisions are taken by various 
unofficial agencies outside of the union and then, they are endorsed through more official consensus-
making agencies, like the OECD, IMF, NATO, U.N., WTO, and other institutions, again non-
European. In other words, they feel unsecured, unprotected, and the worst of all, betrayed by their 
own national governments.  Even, Czech President Klaus assailed the EU as undemocratic and said it 
should halt further centralization of powers. Consequently, the future of this union is very uncertain. 
Since January 1, 2005, there are no restrictions on imports from China. This will destroy all 
manufacturing and retail industries in the EU. Then, if the EU does more harm than good, it should 
be abolished. Also, China is modernizing its military in ways that provide the capability to conduct 
surprise attacks, perhaps far from home, the U.S. Pentagon said. In addition, a Chinese scientific 
research center has built the fastest supercomputer ever made, replacing the U.S. as maker of the 
swiftest machine.  
 
 EU celebrated triumphantly its 50th anniversary since the Treaty of Rome on March 25, 1957. 
But this union had so far more failures than successes. It did not succeed to achieve its Constitution 
and had to change its name (to “Treaty of Lisbon”), its common defense and foreign policy, and to 
determine its ultimate goals and objectives. EU’s first objectives were social and civil, then became 
economic, and now are just political; the prototype of globalization. It is continuously expanded and 
accepts nations and cultures, which have nothing in common with the European ones. This 
expansion will cause serious problems and might cause its dissolution, which is the hope of the 
European citizens, but there will be conflicts and new wars to go back in 1950s.  In numbers, there 
may, now, be less Europeans than ever before, who feel confidence about a growing European 
institutional unity and some of them feel that their governments are not democratic because they 
never used any referenda for the critical issues in the Union. Forced privatization in country-
members is allowing effective takeover of the economy and the security of the country by foreign 
banks and businesses. The current financial crises and austerities have caused enormous discontent 
towards this inhumane union. Such measures, undermining economic sovereignty, also restrict 
domestic uniform development, take over domestic public wealth, suppress social welfare, and 
reduce political democracy to a shadow. After cutting the European subsidies the “economic 
miracle” of the union will disappear. European citizens are not enthusiastic at all and when the 
subsidies will be cut and restrictions will grow, the opposition towards the union will increase.      
 
 In today’s Europe there is an iconoclastic, modernist, liberal, and corruptive tendency, based 
on lies (“politically correct”), which is a feature that the European thinkers try unsuccessfully to unite 
its 27, at the moment, nations and 502 million people. This is superfluous, preposterous, and 
impossible. We need a return to the fundamentals, to the fellow man, to his freedom, and to do it 
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successfully involves a return to the teachings of ancient Greece, to the achievements of Byzantium, 
and to the revelations that have been preserved by the traditional Orthodoxy. How with only a 
common currency, the euro, they would unite an ethnologically fragmented, and spiritually divided 
Europe, whose centers, societies, and economies are completely different than that of the heterodox 
Brussels.  EU is pressing its member-nations to reduce their budget deficit to 3% of their GDP in the 
middle of a severe recession, and the poor citizens are paying very high taxes and they are facing 
reduction in their salaries and other fringe benefits. For these reasons, Germans, Dutch, and Italians 
wanted to leave the Euro-zone and other countries decided to stay out of the EMU. Italy was 
planning to consider a referendum in Fall of 2005 and if people would had voted “NO”, it would had 
abandoned the EMU and would had gone back to its old liretta.  But, they did not have the 
referendum. Who knows what the pressure was? More than 50% of Greeks were against the euro. Of 
course, a nation to survive must be self-sufficient in all sectors of the economy and social life, as we 
were in the past and above all independent. Citizens must move out from big cities and go back to 
their small towns and villages. There is no need to be unemployed workers in a big city, where they 
endanger their health (from the bad products), their physical life (from the crime), and their spiritual 
one (from this current apostasy).  
 
 Finally, European history and the recent generative motives of EU should help us, as social 
scientists (economists) and our students, to understand what the past was, what the present is, and 
what might be the future of this continent. Of course, they try to create a common European identity 
or self-consciousness for more than 500 million people from more than 30 different countries; and 
some ignorant leaders want to open the doors also to anti-Christians non-Europeans. What will be 
the future of this mixture of nations is impossible to be predicted. With this limited knowledge (due 
to overspecialization) that scientists have today, it would be very difficult to do any correct analysis 
and derive an accurate inference for our complex social world. But, social scientists have to protect 
individual countries’ and their citizens’ interests. They must care for democracy, and their concern 
must be for the people, who suffer from the EU restrictions and unfair competition among the EU 
members and the unreasonable agreements with third-world countries (WTO). They cannot support 
the corrupted pseudo-leaders. Then, how was it possible for Europe to fall in this trap? I do not want 
to make any pessimistic predictions, but what has happened to the major European civilizations and 
historical processes in the past is over by now. The past successes have been removed from the EU 
and there is no chance of a repeat in the future. Europe became the first experiment of the current 
inhumane globalization. There will be no new “golden century”, “Cultural era”, “Christian Europe”, 
and no “new European age”. The most of the decisions in Europe are made today by non-Europeans. 
A major and fatal mistake for Europe! This current and worse, the future poor secular Europe was 
once coterminous and synonymous with Christendom and now, it is a post-Christian and neo-pagan 
(even worse) mixture of lost people. The situation today in Europe is similar to the one that existed 
2000 years ago, during the Roman Empire. Consequently, the objective of the EU has been satisfied; 
it created the “New Roman Empire”. This is the true dilemma, but hopefully, it will not lead the 
member-nations to their dissolutions. 
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